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WHY PANELTEX?
INNOVATIVE

  The Paneltex team thrives on engineering solutions to improve 

efficiency of commercial transport operations. This is highlighted 

by the innovations in dry goods truck bodywork achieved over the 

years

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

  The sheer number of options available demonstrates the flexibility 

of these vehicles. They can be specifically tailored to suit any 

operation and Paneltex is proud to offer such a wide range of dry 

goods trucks

ADAPTABLE

  Can be suited to any operation. Paneltex sales, aftercare and design 

teams will be on hand to assist throughout the process, from initial 

appraisal, through production, to warranty and maintenance of the 

completed vehicles

QUALITY AND DURABILITY

  Paneltex Transload Truck Bodies are built to the highest quality 

standards, as evidenced by the reliability and longevity of these 

vehicles

AFTERCARE

  Vehicle off-road times are kept to a minimum thanks to a full 

Paneltex warranty. Spares are easy to fit and low-cost, meaning 

vehicle maintenance is simple and effective

DRY GOODS TRUCKS: N2
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PANELTEX DRY GOODS TRUCKS in the N2 weight class are a high quality 

example of this type of vehicle. With high load capacity and exceptional 

durability, these vehicles can be specifically tailored, by design, to any 

operation. Designed and manufactured for both well-known fleets and 

independent retailers, across the UK, the flexibility and imagination shown 

by the Paneltex engineers can be made particularly prominent in these dry 

goods freight vehicles.



Paneltex has a rich history of designing and manufacturing durable, 

efficient dry goods trucks and continues to innovate and develop 

skills in producing these vehicles. Many types of dry goods bodies 

are produced alongside Paneltex refrigerated rigid vehicles, both 

in standard form and for more specialised applications. Robust 

designs and top quality fittings are the result of many years’ 

experience, making Paneltex Dry Goods Trucks highly effective in 

most situations.

Thanks to many combined years of engineering, Paneltex Transload 

N2 Truck Bodies are available with a very high load capacity, low 

unladen weight and therefore high payload. This means they are 

capable of carrying a significantly high payload for vehicles of this 

class.

As well as the vast range of dry goods fleet vehicles that Paneltex 

produces, Paneltex Transload Truck Bodies are well-known for being 

able to cope with the most demanding duty cycles, as the variety 

of airport goods carriers built over the years has proven that these 

vehicles are high quality and consistently reliable.

All Paneltex products are backed by strong warranty and 

exceptional aftersales support. Spare parts stocks are maintained 

for 10 year, as a matter of policy and, as well as the web-based 

spare parts ordering system, the helpful team is committed to 

finding the correct part and providing next-day delivery of a 

wide variety of spare parts. Alongside this, the warranty and 

aftercare team is dedicated to keeping vehicle off-road times 

to an absolute minimum. Working extended hours and going 

the extra mile is a common occurrence for every member of the 

team, which is a massive testament to their high success rate at 

getting vehicles back in operation when issues unexpectedly 

arise.
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